NDIS has a job to do!

To connect you to support if you have trouble every day doing stuff on your own that mates seem to be able to do.

Like getting to school, playing sports or getting back to family....

NDIS can connect you to support you need

Tell your story so NDIS can help

ndis

Open Monday to Friday
8am to 8pm
1800 800 110
enquiries@ndis.gov.au

NDIS can help youth too Unna!

STAY STRONG

YARRNING ABOUT NDIS

menzies
school of health research
COUNTRY / CULTURE
Go Bush
Get involved

WELLBEING
Keep your health up

CORKA!

NDIS CONNECTIONS FOR STAYIN STRONG

SPORTS/ARTS
Hanging with your mates

SCHOOL/WORK
Learning with friends